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About This Game

It’s a wild chase through space and time as the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles punch, kick, power-up and portal their way
through perilous dimensions to stop Shredder and the Kraang. Fight as the turtles through worlds icy and volcanic, on New York

City’s chaotic rooftops, and even in the diabolical Technodrome. Face off against recognizable old enemies, as well as new
hordes with loads of deadly abilities. Collect new costumes for the turtles on your journey, each with their own special powers

that can make or break the next fight!

Features:
• Dynamic and fast-paced combat controls
• 5 dimensions to fight through and explore
• A huge cast of enemies - both new and old

• Powerful costumes for the turtles with devastating new abilities
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Title: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Portal Power
Genre: Action
Developer:
Nickelodeon
Publisher:
Nickelodeon
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel® / AMD Hyper-Threaded Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA, AMD or Intel w/ 1GB memory

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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A Ninja Turtles game that is single player only? Straight up SEWER-SIDE!

Turtles can't jump? Oh, SHELL NO!

Repetitive combat and level design? Turtle please.

Yes. This iteration of the Ninja Turtles makes the previous 2 efforts that were so widely panned by fans (I liked them though)
look like a shell of a good time. You won't be saying cowabunga or radical when playing this one. Instead you'll toss this one
aside quicker than a slice of anchovy pizza.

But like a smelly little fish topping getting delisted by most major pizza chains, I am sure this too will also get delisted from
Steam as well due to the bad luck retention on licensing for games like this. If you're a collector, get it. If not, stay away from
this mess.. I still remembered last time I played TMNT when I was 5 on Gameboy then Ps2, Never knew they will release it for
PC like the old school gameplay. To be honest not a bad game, you love previous TMNT.. Portal Power has a lot of good ideas,
but fails to deliver. Game is hard even on casual due to poor implementation of combat (you can't dodge on a chain AND will
have to dodge for other turtles). CPU controlled turtles will simply choose the strongest target and hit, even if it deals damage to
them doing so. I don't believe they even dodge, and this is a huge problem since enemies deal a lot of damage to a unified health
bar and are sponges.
As of now, I don't believe I can finish the game. Buy only if you have a collection, since turtles games tend to be delisted very
fast. Shame the other better options are not available here.
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